Reputation offsets trust judgments based on social biases among Airbnb users
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To provide social exchange on a global level, sharing-economy companies leverage interpersonal trust between their members on a scale unimaginable even a few years ago. A challenge to this mission is the presence of social biases among a large heterogeneous and independent population of users, a factor that hinders the growth of these services. We investigate whether and to what extent a sharing-economy platform can design artificially engineered features, such as reputation systems, to override people’s natural tendency to base judgments of trustworthiness on social biases. We focus on the common tendency to trust others who share similarity (i.e., homophily) as a source of bias. We test this argument through an online experiment with 8,906 users of Airbnb, a leading hospitality company in the sharing economy. The experiment is based on an interpersonal investment game, in which we vary the characteristics of recipients to study trust through the interplay between homophily and reputation. Our findings show that reputation systems can significantly increase the trust between dissimilar users and that risk aversion has an inverse relationship with trust given high reputation. We also present evidence that our experimental findings are confirmed by analyses of 1 million actual hospitality interactions among users of Airbnb.

Significance

Social biases are a result of a number of mechanisms that are difficult to measure. In this work, we make social biases amenable to investigation by focusing on a form of social bias that naturally maps into a quantifiable interpretation and that we expect to be at work in these environments. At the same time, this source of bias is well understood in the social sciences so that we can rely on previous literature, instead of opening up a new dimension of complexity. To this end, we focus on homophily (2–6), the higher likelihood that people trust others who are similar to themselves.

McPherson (4) proposed a theory of how homophily structures modern societies using a construct of social space defined in Blau’s theory of preferences (6). Each individual occupies a position in the social space whose coordinates are a function of his or her sociodemographic characteristics. The more features two individuals share in common, the more likely they are to form relationships based on mutual trust.

To operationalize homophily in a structured way, we use Blau’s construct of social space to induce and measure the effect of homophily in an experimental setting whose volunteers are active members of the sharing economy. (At the time of writing, the online experiment is accepting participants for demonstration purposes at stanfordexchange.org.)

Building on this baseline, the heart of our experiment is the measurement of the extent to which another source of information that can be artificially engineered could potentially alter the
perception of trust structured by homophily and counteract this natural tendency. To this end, we focus on the reputation system (7, 8), which platforms use to allow users to review and to “rate” the behavior of other members.

The premise of reputation systems is that the aggregate rating assesses trust, while isolating other confounding factors (15).

Nonetheless, previous research presents only weak evidence that reputation systems serve as safeguards of opportunistic behavior, which would result in increased trust (9). Moreover, there has been limited quantification of the extent to which reputation systems have the capacity to increase trust between those with different degrees of dissimilarity in social space. This study directly measures interpersonal trust structured by the interplay between homophily and reputation.

Researchers have extensively studied reputation systems in online platforms in auction markets (10), crowdsourcing (10, 11), and the sharing economy (12–14). The latter case is of particular interest, as the user population, as well as the pool of services they offer, is too large and diverse to be standardized, while users cannot rely directly on preexisting institutional arrangements to inform their decisions.

Measuring trust as a function of the influence of social distance or reputation directly on a sharing-economy platform represents a major research challenge that is not amenable to direct manipulation by researchers. The platform exposes users to features of the alternatives that are confounded with trust. Features, such as color preference, attractiveness, etc., are difficult to isolate, categorize, or quantify. These factors are highly heterogeneous, and users infer them subjectively and indirectly through photos or other signals, as opposed to through structured data that the platform displays. Moreover, when the platform presents users with alternatives, we observe the outcome of the user’s thought process by their selections, but it is difficult to capture and quantify their preferences between every pair among the available alternatives without making the selection process unnecessarily complex.

Due to such challenges, we designed a large-scale online laboratory in collaboration with Airbnb, one of the world’s most successful sharing-economy companies, with >2 million hospitality listings in >190 countries. We engaged 8,906 Airbnb users as volunteers to participate in an experiment external to Airbnb’s platform, with the aim of collecting behavioral data on decisions that involve choosing among alternatives, we observe the outcome of the user’s thought process by their selections, but it is difficult to capture and quantify their preferences between every pair among the available alternatives without making the selection process unnecessarily complex.

In the experiment, participants played the role of Investor and selected, with a number of credits, which platforms use to allow users to review and to “rate” the behavior of other members (7).

We required that the experiment reflect, as much as possible, the way users make decisions on the platform, except for factors that are external to trust. In the platform, users are pressed to make the best possible decisions, as it is imperative to eliminate risks associated with critical factors, such as their safety, while maximizing satisfaction and minimizing cost. Thus, a major challenge in the design of our online experiment was to engage users so that they would attempt to make the best use of their judgment when making decisions involving trust. To capture attention and provide incentives for the exertion of good judgment, we offered 100 prizes, each for 100 US dollars (USD). The chances of winning were proportional to the number of credits accumulated in the investment game.

We generated each of the potential receivers according to prescribed rules. We placed the receivers’ profiles at social distance $d$ from the participant, defined in the context of Blau’s social space as the number of features on which two individuals differ (6). This is equivalent to the mathematical definition of Hamming distance. Accordingly, distance $d = 0$ meant that the receiver matched all of the demographic attributes of the participant (same age, same gender, the same marital status, and the same US state). In turn, $d = 1$ meant that one randomly selected feature’s category differed from that of the participant. The profile at $d = 2$ is strictly farther from the participant by having one additional randomly selected feature changed to a different category. Lastly, $d = 4$ meant that the profile had all of the demographic features and the same US state.

In addition to demographics, the generated profiles included two reputation features—namely, the average number of star ratings and the number of reviews on Airbnb. The star rating
is a postinteraction subjective evaluation of an alter. It consists of the assignment of zero to five stars, where the number of stars is proportional to the degree of positiveness. The ratings a member receives are averaged over all of their raters, rounded to the half unit, and presented in the member’s profile on the platform. Similarly, an interaction grants the two parties the opportunity to mutually provide free-form written reviews. Due to the difficulty of manipulating textual contents of reviews experimentally, we restricted our attention to the number of reviews a user received.

We manipulated these two dimensions in a structured way to study their effects on trust. Among the five profiles participants saw on the screen, four had reputation features with similar values, chosen independently at random for each participant’s session, which we refer to as the baseline reputation. These were the profiles at social distances $d = 0, 1, 2$ and one of the profiles at $d = 4$. The other generated profile at distance $d = 4$ had one of the reputation features randomly selected to be switched to either a better or a worse value than baseline (see Game Design Details for how we manipulated the numerical values of reputation). For convenience, we refer to the profile that has a different reputation feature than the baseline as being at distance $d = 5$.

We randomly assigned users to two possible worlds. In world 1, the profile at $d = 5$ not only had the largest distance from the participant, but also a weaker reputation than all other profiles (the baseline reputation). In this case, reputation did not compete with the tendency toward homophily. In world 2, the profile at $d = 5$ had a better reputation than the baseline reputation. This induced a tension between placing trust in the most distant profile with a better reputation or in the other profiles closer to the participant in social space. Fig. S1 shows a partial view of the screen users see in the experiment, and Fig. S2 shows a diagram that exemplifies the structure of a user’s session.

We gave participants a single “wallet” with 100 credits, which they could keep or invest in receivers in whatever way they chose. Therefore, participants could gain or lose credits through their investments. Because this was a one-time game, it was easy to show that the Nash equilibrium was not to invest any amount, since the dominant strategy for receivers was not to return any amount. (Nevertheless, we observed such rational behavior only in rare instances.) It is argued that risk is a component of trust in general, and some definitions of trust include risk (8). Even though previous research has attempted to relate trust and risk, the empirical evidence of the connection between risk attitudes and trust has been weak (17). Moreover, research that has addressed this question has been limited to laboratory experiments or small datasets.

Given the opportunity to study this question using a large population, we introduced a risk-assessment question before the investment game. We worded the question as: “A lottery ticket costs 100 (USD) and people win with 50% chance. How much should the prize be for you to choose to buy a ticket?” Players could enter any numerical value, which corresponded to the minimum reward that would make the participant take the risk of buying a ticket. The prize value 200 (USD) had the expected value of net gain equal to zero (after paying off the ticket) and corresponded to the minimum rational value. Thus, values >200 (USD) measured risk aversion proportional to their magnitude. In Risk Assessment Question, we summarize the distribution of answers (Table S1) and argue that our measure captures risk behaviors in accordance with previous research (Table S5) (19, 20).

**Multilevel–Multivariate Analysis**

We had five measurements (investments) on each observational unit (participant). As a result, the five investments were correlated, which we accounted for by nesting investments within subjects in a multilevel model. We fitted the model using a multivariate regression with 10 independent variables, one for each investment in the combination $(d, w)$ of profile distance $d : \{0, 1, 2, 4, 5\}$ and world $w : \{1, 2\}$. The investments a participant made had different sources of mutual correlation. For instance, the sum of the investments had to be at most 100 credits. We accounted for these by computing the model fit with an unconstrained covariance structure that learned from the data the correlations and independent variances across measurements (21).

As a first-order approximation, we fitted the empty model (i.e., without explanatory variables) with 10 intercepts. The five intercepts for each world corresponded to the average distribution of investments among the five profiles across all participants (complete pooling). Fig. 1 shows a plot of the mean estimates, together with the mean number of credits saved, for worlds 1 and 2. Table S6, model 1 shows the numerical estimates from the model fit.

We were mainly interested in the additive effect of the number of different coordinates between two individuals’ feature vectors, or their Hamming distance. However, any real-world sociodemographic feature inevitably produces heterogeneous effects on trust (e.g., gender may affect investments more than marital status).
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**Fig. 1.** Empty model estimates of average investment in profile at distance $d$ and average savings. (A) In world 1, the second profile at distance $d = 4$ (here identified as $d = 5$) has a worse reputation than baseline. (B) In world 2, the profile at distance $d = 5$ has a better reputation than the baseline.
status does), and Hamming distance by itself may not explain all of the variance in the investments. Thus, to take these effects into account, we extended the empty model by including explanatory variables.

Table S7 shows a list of the inputs we used to form these covariates. They can be categorized into three sets structured in a multilevel model as: (i) level 1 variables corresponding to the profile’s characteristics, annotated with “P”; (ii) level 2 variables corresponding to the participant’s (or subject’s) characteristics, annotated with “S”; and (iii) the cross-level interactions between the level 1 and 2 variables.

We expected that the demographic features we used to increase social distance could have resulted in effects rooted in preferences, which are not necessarily biases, such as preferences for “female,” “married,” or “older” as indicators of perceived trustworthiness. Thus, the cross-level interactions aimed to control for these effects.

The multivariate model estimated the effects associated with the covariates specifically for each dependent variable \((d, w)\). This allowed us to show the effects of each explanatory variable on trust in each of the five profiles (in each of the worlds) separately. In the case of cross-level interactions, this was not always possible due to the symmetries in the participant’s session. For example, all profiles at \(d = 0\) exactly matched the participant’s gender, marital status, and region. In these cases, we estimated joint effects on the investments in the five profiles simultaneously (by world). In Table S8 we present an alternative analysis of the data based on McFadden’s choice model (22).

Note that the intercepts of the full model are consistent with those in the empty model, up to estimation errors (Table S6, models 1, 2, and 3). Thus, we used this estimate of the distribution of mean investment over the profiles as a starting point and studied how the explanatory variables changed these values.

Fig. 2 presents the effects of these covariates (integer-valued variables were centered and standardized to make all coefficients comparable). Negative values reduce average investments, whereas positive values increase them. Our main goal was to show that the heterogeneity of the features did not significantly alter the main effects we observed on average investments as a function of \(d\) in the empty multivariate model.

**Results**

Fig. L4 shows that homophily dominated investment decisions. That is, the farther away the profile was on the demographic dimensions from the participants, the lower the investment they received, on average. Furthermore, the profile at \(d = 5\) with worse reputation received less investment on average than the equivalent alternative with respect to social distance (i.e., the profile at \(d = 4\)). Quite strikingly, Fig. 1B shows that reputation builds trust beyond homophily. The average investment in the profile at \(d = 5\), possessing the best reputation, was significantly higher than the average invested in all of the closest profiles. Note that despite the strong influence of the reputation system in world 2, the magnitude of the investments in the profiles with baseline reputation was still driven by homophily.

The explanatory variables exhibited variance beyond that explained by social distance, which implies that there are differences in investment behavior by demographic group and their interactions. However, as we argue next, the changes in the average investments (model intercepts) that these effects produced in the multivariate model were not strong enough to significantly alter the conclusions regarding homophily and reputation that we previously derived from the empty model.

**Homophily Is at Work.** The covariate “profile distance” was by far the dominant one with respect to variance explained (F value 5668.8, \(P < 0.001\)). This was followed by the number of reviews with a much smaller F value (26.1, \(P < 0.001\)).

The dashed lines in Fig. 2 have the values ±1.37 and correspond, in the most conservative way, to the smallest difference in average investment between two profiles with baseline reputation, minus two standard errors. That is, a coefficient that
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**Fig. 2.** The effects of the covariates associated with the participant (S) and profiles (P) in the multivariate multilevel model. The dashed lines have the values ±1.37, which correspond to the smallest average investment difference between two profiles with baseline reputation, minus two standard errors.
exceeds these boundaries potentially produces an effect that could alter the conclusions we derived from the empty model. A first glance at Fig. 2 reveals that most of the coefficients are contained within these boundaries.

Fig. 2 shows that participant’s gender “(S) male” in both worlds had small positive effects on all profiles. Marital status “(S) single” had effects that were not significantly different from zero. For age, the older the profiles “[=P] age],” the more credits they received. One SD (14 y) above the mean (39.7) had positive effects for all of the profiles with coefficients ranging from 0.93 (0.44) to 2.29 (0.81). The effects associated with region had small values that varied together across different profiles (omitted in Fig. 2 for clarity).

As these effects changed the investments roughly uniformly across the profiles, these effects did not cause significant changes in the differences between the investment means.

We note that the preceding effects did not change homophily trends due to the inclusion of interaction effects between participants’ characteristics and those of the profile in the model. In Fig. 2, these variables are labeled with both S and P, such as “(S) female, (P) male” for gender. Recall that we included these interactions to capture preferences that are not necessarily biases. Indeed, in both worlds, male profiles received on average up to 3.36 (0.50) fewer credits than females, while not married profiles received on average up to 2.50 (0.40) fewer credits than married profiles. Age difference exhibited a nonlinear relationship. As the profiles got older than the participant, homophily came into play, and the positive effect of the profile’s age decreased significantly, as indicated by the interaction of profile’s age with the age difference between the profile and the subject.

Without controlling for these preferences (no interaction effects), the model exhibited effects associated with demographic features that canceled out the homophily effects produced by social distance in the case of males or singles. For illustration, in Table S6, we included the effects of gender and marital status for the models that included the interactions (model 3) and that with interactions removed (model 2).

As the group effects of investment behavior were not large enough to alter the trends produced by profile distance, we show evidence that homophily figures as a major driving force, structuring decisions of whom to trust with investments.

**Trust via Reputation.** We first focus on the effects of reviews in Fig. 2. In world 1, an increase in the log-transformed number of reviews, “(P) reviews (log)” resulted in a statistically indistinguishable increase in mean investment in profiles with baseline reputation, between 2.03 (0.47) and 3.20 (0.36) credits. Although the profile at d = 5 in this world always had fewer reviews than baseline, the variation in its number of reviews did not affect the average investment it received. In contrast, in world 2, an increase in the number of reviews increased the mean investment in the profile at d = 5, with the best reputation by 5.42 (0.52) credits. Symmetric to world 1, the change in the number of reviews of the baseline reputation did not affect the average investment in these profiles.

Comparing the effects of number of reviews between the two worlds, we see that high reputation resulted in larger investment increases in cases in which the best reputation was an exception among the alternatives (world 2). Surprisingly, these exceptions were the profiles that were the farthest away from the participants in the social space.

The coefficient of the joint effect estimated for variable “(P) rating = 4” represented an increase of 1.74 (0.83) and 1.13 (0.37) credits for worlds 1 and 2, respectively, in mean investment (reference “no rating available”). The corresponding increases for profiles with five-star ratings, “(P) rating = 5,” was 2.21 (0.82) and 0.99 (0.36) for worlds 1 and 2, respectively. This shows that varying between 4 and 5 stars did not cause a significant difference in average investment, as participants may have considered them equally high.

In the full model of world 1, the difference between the mean investments comparing the profile with baseline reputation receiving the smallest average investment (d = 4) and the profile at d = 5 with the lowest reputation was 5.73 (1.89). In world 2, the difference between the profile with baseline reputation receiving the largest mean investment (d = 0) and the profile at d = 5 with the best reputation was 15.46 (1.68). In Fig. 2, we see that none of the effects were large enough to cancel out the shifts produced by reputation and alter our conclusion with respect to trust increases (world 2) or reductions (world 1). This shows evidence that the reputation system is a strong signal that shifts trust beyond homophily, thereby overriding the effects of assessments of social distance.

**Risk.** Fig. 2 shows the effects of answers to the risk-assessment question on the investments in each profile. We grouped responses by ranges, where the higher the range, the more risk-averse we classified a participant to be. These are the covariates with prefix “(S) risk in range,” where the reference level is the range [200, 400], the low end of rational values.

In world 1, we saw little or no effect associated with risk attitudes on the investments in any of the profiles, except for small negative effects on the investments in those with baseline reputation and weak similarity with the participant (d = 2 and d = 4). The effects ranged from a reduction of –1.74 (0.61) to –2.85 (0.48) in average investments, with slightly stronger effects proportional to the level of risk aversion.

The most striking results were related to world 2. In this case, risk attitudes did not correlate with the average investments in any of the profiles, except in the profile at d = 5 (with significance P < 0.001). These effects were among the strongest we found (Fig. 2, Right, the bottom three items). The decrease in mean investment ranged between 3.91 (0.75) and 8.16 (0.71) and was inversely proportional to the degree of risk aversion. This shows
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that risk aversion was not correlated with reduced trust in general; restricted to the case of high reputation, trust had a strongly negative correlation with risk aversion. The more risk-averse the participant, the less they trusted the positive information provided by the reputation system. Interestingly, risk aversion did not seem to correlate with distrust in negative reputations.

Real-World Data Analysis. The intuitions we gained from the experiment suggested that reliance on reputation may reduce the user's attention to the number of dimensions in which their partner's demographic characteristics differ when they select a host or a guest. In the experimental data, we had access to every option the participant considered and the degree of preference for every pair of them. Although this is not possible to observe from Airbnb's internal database of historical interactions, we sought to use the insights gained through the experiment to guide a real-world, large-scale data analysis and extract the same intuition.

On Airbnb, guests are the active participants in the social selection process. They select partners through searching and making a request. We studied 1 million requests to stay by guests taking place over the same period as the study. For purposes of this analysis, we considered two dimensions of social distance: age and gender. (Airbnb does not collect marital status, and the hospitality interactions usually occur between users from distinct locations.)

For each of these demographic features, we coded distance as 0 if values for hosts and guests were available and equal, and 1 otherwise. We considered two ages equal if they were within 10 y of each other. (We repeated the analysis using different age thresholds within which we considered two people as belonging to the same age group, namely 3, 5, 10, and 20 y. Across the different experiments, the absolute values of social distance changed, but the trends did not.)

Fig. 3 shows how the average social distance between guests and hosts varied, conditioned on the number of reviews and the star rating of the host at the time of booking request. Strikingly, the intuition we derived in the experiment held in the actual platform. We saw a trend for the average social distance to increase, which became clearer as the number of reviews (within each graph in Fig. 3) and ratings (across graphs in Fig. 3) changed. Note that this effect is not simply explained by an increased number of interactions—we did not see a significant increase in social distance for hosts with a large number of reviews and low ratings (Fig. 3, first graph). This shows that our experimental findings were not simply an artifact of our online laboratory, but that our main conclusions generalized to patterns found in real interactions. That is, as high reputation tends to shrink social distance, we saw higher tolerance for individuals at farther social distances between guests and their selected hosts as the reputation of the host got better.

Discussion

Companies operating in the sharing economy are predicated on trust, but cannot rely directly on preexisting institutional arrangements. Our work shows evidence that the reputation systems of Airbnb, and by extension of sharing-economy sites—the star ratings and the number of reviews—may operate to bridge the gap between institutionally generated trust and the organically grown trust present in social platforms. Although we gathered evidence for the tendency of individuals to trust similar others, by trusting the reputation system, participants in our study were willing to extend trust to those who exhibited a high degree of dissimilarity in the social space.

While we present evidence that these effects are at work in the actual Airbnb platform, our experimental results are limited to the specific population that participated in our study. Moreover, although we found very sizable effects associated with homophily, we emphasize that the inclusion of other demographic characteristics did not display explicitly by the platform, but that can be inferred indirectly through pictures or other signals—such as nationality, race, class, religion, ethnicity, etc.—could lead to the observation of even greater effects. For example, the literature suggests that racial features play a significant role in determining trust (23, 24).

Materials and Methods

Our experimental methods were reviewed and approved by Stanford University's Internal Review Board (protocol 34470, approved on August 11, 2015). We required invites to provide us with consent to participate in the study, whose terms we displayed on the entry page of our experiment's website. See Supporting Information for detailed information on our sample, an analysis of self-selection, and more information on our research design and data analysis.
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